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MOTIVIC EXPONENTIAL INTEGRALS AND A MOTIVIC
THOM-SEBASTIANI THEOREM

JAN DENEFand FRANÇOIS LOESER

1. Introduction

1.1. Let f andf ′ be germs of analytic functions on smooth complex analytic
varietiesX andX′ and consider the functionf⊕f ′ onX×X′ given byf⊕f ′(x,x′)=
f (x)+f ′(x′). The Thom-Sebastiani theorem classically states that the monodromy
of f ⊕ f ′ on the nearby cycles is isomorphic to the product of the monodromy
of f and the monodromy off ′. (In the original form of the theorem in [16], the
functions were assumed to have isolated singularities.) It is now a common idea that
the Thom-Sebastiani theorem is best understood by using Fourier transformation and
exponential integrals because of the formula∫

exp
(
t
(
f ⊕f ′))= ∫ exp(tf ) ·

∫
exp

(
tf ′
)
.(1.1)

Indeed, by using asymptotic expansions of such integrals fort →∞, A. Varchenko
proved a Thom-Sebastiani theorem for the Hodge spectrum in the isolated singularity
case [20] (see also [14]), the general case being due to M. Saito (see [19], [11], and
[13]).
The aim of the present paper is to give a motivic meaning to equation (1.1) and to

deduce a motivic Thom-Sebastiani theorem. To explain our approach, we begin by
reviewing some known results onp-adic exponential integrals.

1.2. LetK be a finite extension ofQp. Let us denote byR the valuation ring of
K, by P the maximal ideal ofR, and byk the residue field ofK. The cardinality of
k is denoted byq, sok 	 Fq . For z in K, ordz ∈ Z∪{+∞} denotes the valuation of
z, |z| = q−ordz, and ac(z)= zπ−ordz, whereπ is a fixed uniformizing parameter for
R.
Let f ∈ R[x1, . . . ,xm] be a nonconstant polynomial. Let� : Rm → C be a lo-

cally constant function with compact support. Letα be a character ofR×, that is, a
morphismR× → C× with finite image. Fori in N, set

Z�,f,i(α)=
∫
{x∈Rm|ordf (x)=i}

�(x)α
(
acf (x)

)|dx|,
where|dx| denotes the Haar measure onKm, normalized so thatRm is of measure 1.
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We denote by� the standard additive character onK, defined by

z �−→�(z)= exp(2iπ TrK/Qp
z
)
.

For i in N, we consider the exponential integral

E�,f,i =
∫
Rm

�(x)�
(
π−(i+1)f (x)

) |dx|.
Let α be a character ofR×. The conductor ofα, c(α), is defined as the smallestc ≥ 1
such thatα is trivial on 1+P c, and one associates toα the Gauss sum

g(α)= q1−c(α)
∑

v∈(R/P c(α))×
α(v)�

(
v/πc(α)

)
.

Proposition 1.2.1 (See §1 of [3]). For any i in N,

E�,f,i =
∫
{x∈Rm|ordf (x)>i}

�(x) |dx|+(q−1)−1
∑
α

g
(
α−1

)
Z�,f,i−c(α)+1(α).

Here i−c(α)+1≥ 0. Moreover, if the critical locus off in Supp� is contained in
f−1(0), then, for all except a finite number of charactersα, the integralsZ�,f,j (α)

are zero for allj .

Corollary 1.2.2 (Using Theorem 3.3 of [3]). Assume that� is residual (i.e.,
that Supp� is contained inRm, and that�(x) depends only onx moduloP ), and
that the critical locus off in Supp� is contained inf−1(0). Assume furthermore
that the divisorf = 0has good reduction (in the sense that the conditions in Theorem
3.3 of[3] are satisfied). Then

E�,f,i =
∫
{x∈Rm|ordf (x)>i}

�(x) |dx|+(q−1)−1
∑
α

c(α)=1
g
(
α−1

)
Z�,f,i(α).

Sowe see thatp-adic exponential integralsmay be expressed as linear combinations
ofp-adic integrals involvingmultiplicative characterswithGauss sums as coefficients.
Whenk is a field of characteristic zero, there is ak((t))-analogue ofp-adic integra-

tion, motivic integration, introduced by M. Kontsevich. In particular, by the results of
[4] and [5], it is possible to define motivic analogues of thep-adic integralsZ�,f,i(α)

in 1.2.2 as elements of a Grothendieck group of Chow motives. Since in this anal-
ogy thek((t))-case always has good reduction, it becomes quite natural to use the
equality in Corollary 1.2.2 as a candidate for the definition of motivic exponential
integrals, and this is indeed what we do in this paper. To achieve this aim, we en-
large slightly our virtual motives by attaching virtual motives to Gauss sums in a way
very similar to Anderson’s construction of ulterior motives [1]. Now equation (1.1)
is no longer trivial, and the main result of the paper is that it still holds true for our
motivic exponential integrals (Theorem 4.2.4). We deduce from this result a motivic
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analogue of the Thom-Sebastiani theorem (Theorem 5.2.2). Passing to Hodge real-
ization, this gives a proof of the Thom-Sebastiani theorem for the Hodge spectrum
(Corollary 6.2.4).

2. Adding ulterior motives to the Grothendieck group

2.1. We fix a base fieldk, which we assume throughout the paper to be of charac-
teristic zero, and we denote by�k the category of smooth and projectivek-schemes.
For an objectX in �k and an integerd, we denote byAd(X) the Chow group of
codimension-d cycles with rational coefficients modulo rational equivalence. Ob-
jects of the category�k of (rational)k-motives are triples(X,p,n) whereX is in
�k, p is an idempotent (i.e.,p2 = p) in the ring of correspondences Corr0(X,X)

(= Ad(X×X) whenX is of pure dimensiond), andn is an integer. If(X,p,n) and
(Y,q,m) are motives, then

Hom�k

(
(X,p,n),(Y,q,m)

)= qCorrm−n(X,Y )p.

Composition of morphisms is given by composition of correspondences. The category
�k is additive,Q-linear, and pseudo-Abelian, and there is a natural tensor product
on �k. We denote byh the functorh : �◦k → �k, which sends an objectX to
h(X)= (X, id,0) and a morphismf : Y →X to its graph in Corr0(X,Y ). We denote
by L the Lefschetz motiveL = (Speck, id,−1). There is a canonical isomorphism
h(P1k)	 1⊕L .
WhenE is a field of characteristic zero, one defines similarly the category�k,E

of k-motives with coefficients inE, by replacing the Chow groupsA· by A· ⊗QE.
Let K0(�k,E) be the Grothendieck group of the pseudo-Abelian category�k,E . It
is also the abelian group associated to the monoid of motives with coefficients in
E. The tensor product on�k,E induces a natural ring structure onK0(�k,E). For
m in Z, let FmK0(�k,E) denote the subgroup ofK0(�k,E) generated byh(S,f, i),
with i−dimS ≥ m. This gives a filtration of the ringK0(�k,E), and we denote by
K̂0(�k,E) the completion ofK0(�k,E) with respect to this filtration.

Remark 2.1.1.We expect, but do not know how to prove, that the filtrationF · on
K0(�k,E) is separated. This assertion is clearly implied by the conjectural existence
(cf. [15, page 185]) of additive functorsh≤j : �k,E → �k,E , j ∈ Z, such that, for
anyX = h(S,f, i) in �k,E , theh≤j (X) form a filtration ofX with h≤−2i−1(X)= 0,
h≤2dimS−2i (X) = X, andh≤j (LX) = Lh≤j−2(X) for all j . In particular, using the
existence of weight filtrations, one obtains, without using any conjecture, that the
kernel of the canonical morphism

K0
(
�k,E

)−→ K̂0
(
�k,E

)
is killed by étale and Hodge realizations.

2.2. We begin by recalling some material from [4]. LetG be a finite abelian
group and letĜ be its complex character group. We denote by�k,G the category of
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smooth and projectivek-schemes withG-action. LetE be a subfield ofC containing
all the roots of unity of order dividing|G|. ForX in �k,G andg in G, we denote
by [g] the correspondence given by the graph of multiplication byg. Forα in Ĝ, we
consider the idempotent

fα := |G|−1
∑
g∈G

α−1(g)[g]

in Corr0(X,X)⊗E, and we denote byh(X,α) the motive(X,fα,0) in �k,E . We
denote by Schk,G the category of separated schemes of finite type overk withG-action
satisfying the following condition: theG-orbit of any closed point ofX is contained in
an affine open subscheme. This condition is clearly satisfied forX quasiprojective and
ensures the existence ofX/G as a scheme. Objects of Schk,G are calledG-schemes,
and in this paper all schemes withG-action are assumed to beG-schemes.
The following result, proved in [4] as a consequence of results in [7] and [21],

generalizes to theG-action case, a result that has been proved by Gillet and Soulé [6]
and Guillén and Navarro Aznar [7].

Theorem 2.2.1. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. There exists a unique map

χc :ObSchk,G×Ĝ−→K0
(
�k,E

)
such that
(1) if X is smooth and projective withG-action, for any characterα,

χc(X,α)= [h(X,α)];
(2) if Y is a closedG-stable subscheme in a schemeX with G-action, for any

characterα,
χc(X\Y,α)= χc(X,α)−χc(Y,α);

(3) if X is a scheme withG-action and ifU and V are G-invariant open sub-
schemes ofX, for any characterα,

χc(U ∪V,α)= χc(U,α)+χc(V,α)−χc(U ∩V,α).
Furthermore,χc is determined by conditions (1) and (2).

2.3. In this subsection, we gather some elementary statements we need.

Proposition 2.3.1. Let k be a field of characteristic zero.
(1) For anyX in ObSchk,G,

χc(X)=
∑
α∈Ĝ

χc(X,α).

(2) Let X be in ObSchk,G. Assume theG-action factors through a morphism
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of finite abelian groupsG→ H . If α is not in the image ofĤ → Ĝ, then
χc(X,α)= 0.

(3) LetX andY be inObSchk,G and letG act diagonally onX×Y . Then

χc(X×Y,α)=
∑
β∈Ĝ

χc(X,β) ·χc
(
Y,αβ−1

)
.

(4) Let X be inObSchk,H and letf : G→ H be a morphism of finite abelian
groups. Then, for anyα in Ĝ,

χc(X,α)=
∑

f̂ (β)=α
χc(X,β),

with f̂ : Ĥ → Ĝ the dual morphism between character groups.

Proof. Statements (1)–(3) are proven in Proposition 1.3.3 of [4]. They are all
consequence of (4), whose proof is similar: The statement is obvious whenX is
smooth projective, and the general case follows by additivity ofχc.

Lemma 2.3.2. Let a be an integer and letµd(k) act onGm,k by multiplication by
ξa, ξ ∈ µd(k). For any nontrivial characterα of µd(k),

χc
(
Gm,k,α

)= 0.
Proof. This is Lemma 1.4.3 of [4].

We now discuss motivic Euler characteristics of quotients. The following lemma
is well known.

Lemma 2.3.3. Let X be a smooth projective scheme withG-action, letH be a
subgroup ofG, and let α be a character ofG/H . Assume the quotientX/H is
smooth. Thenh(X/H,α)	 h(X,α ◦.), where. is the projectionG→G/H .

Proof. This is Lemma 1.5.1 of [4].

In general, one has the following result, which was conjectured in [4] and proved
in [2] by del Baño Rollin and Navarro Aznar.

Theorem 2.3.4. If X is a scheme withG-action,H a subgroup ofG, and α
a character ofG/H , thenχc(X/H,α) = χc(X,α ◦ .), where. is the projection
G→G/H .

Remark 2.3.5.Theorem 2.3.4 is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3.3 whenX is
a smooth curve or whenX is smooth and may be embedded in a smooth projective
schemeY with G-action such that the quotientY/H is smooth, and such thatY \
X is the union of finitely many smooth closedG-stable subvarieties intersecting
transversally and having smooth images inY/H that intersect transversally.
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2.4. Jacobi motives.We fix an integerd ≥ 1. We denote byµd(k) the group of
d-roots of 1 ink and byζd a fixed primitivedth root of unity inC. We assume from
now on thatk contains alld-roots of unity.
We set

Ad :=K0
(
�k,Q[ζd ]

)
.

For n ≥ 1, we consider the affine Fermat varietyFn
d , defined by the equationx

d
1 +

·· ·+ xdn = 1 in Ank , and its closure inPnk , which we denote byWn
d . Hence,W

n
d is

defined inPnk by the equation−Xd
0+·· ·+Xd

n = 0, with xi =Xi/X0, i ≥ 1.
The action ofµd(k) on each coordinate induces a natural action of the group

µd(k)
n onFn

d . Hence, forα1, . . . ,αn characters ofµd(k), we define the Jacobi motive
J (α1, . . . ,αn) as the element

J (α1, . . . ,αn) := χc
(
Fn
d ,(α1, . . . ,αn)

)
inAd . It is clear thatJ (α1, . . . ,αn) is symmetric in theαi ’s. We also define[α(−1)] :=
χc(x

d = −1,α). Remark that[α(−1)] = 1, if k contains adth root of−1. We need
the following proposition, which is classical in other contexts.

Proposition 2.4.1. The following relations hold inAd .
(1) We haveJ (1,1)= L .
(2) We haveJ (1,α)= 0, if α �= 1.
(3) If α �= 1, J (α,α−1)=−[α(−1)].
(4) We have

J
(
α1,α2

)[
J
(
α1α2,α3

)−ε]= J
(
α1,α2,α3

)−δ,
with ε = δ = 0, if α1α2 �= 1; ε = 1, δ = [α1(−1)](L − 1), if α1α2 = 1 and
α1 �= 1; and ε = 1, δ = L , if α1= α2= 1.

Proof. Relation (1) follows directly from Remark 2.3.5 because the quotient of
the curveF 2d by µd(k)×µd(k) is the affine lineA1k.
To prove (2), observe that the quotient of the curveF 2d byµd(k)×{1} is the Kummer

coverxd2 = 1−x1 of the affine line. Hence, by Remark 2.3.5,J (1,α) = χc(A1k,α),
with the natural action ofµd(k) onA1k, and the assertion follows from Lemma 2.3.2
and Proposition 2.3.1.
Let us now prove (3). The characterα being nontrivial, observe that we have

χc

(
F 2d ∩{x2= 0},

(
α,α−1

))= 0.
For instance, this follows from Proposition 2.3.1. Hence,

J
(
α,α−1

)= χc

(
F 2d \{x2= 0},

(
α,α−1

))
.
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Now we may identifyF 2d \ {x2 = 0} with the affine curveud −vd = −1;v �= 0, via
the change of variableu= x1x

−1
2 , v = x−12 . Taking into account theµd(k)×µd(k)-

action, we get

χc

(
F 2d \{x2= 0},

(
α,α−1

))= χc

((
ud−vd =−1;v �= 0), (α,1)).

By Remark 2.3.5,

χc
((
ud−vd =−1;v �= 0), (α,1))= χc

((
ud = v−1;v �= 0),α)

= χc
(
A1k,α

)−χc(ud =−1,α)
=−[α(−1)],

becauseχc(A1k,α)= 0 by Lemma 2.3.2 and Proposition 2.3.1.
To prove (4), we consider the morphism

f : F 2d ×
(
F 2d \{y1= 0}

)−→ F 3d \
{
zd1+zd2 = 0

}
given by (

(x1,x2), (y1,y2)
) �−→ (z1= x1y1,z2= x2y1,z3= y2).

This morphism identifiesF 3d \ {zd1+ zd2 = 0} with the quotient ofF 2d × (F 2d \ {y1 =
0}) by the kernel6 of the morphismµd(k)

4→ µd(k)
3 given by (ξ1,ξ2,ξ3,ξ4) �→

(ξ1ξ3,ξ2ξ3,ξ4). It follows from Remark 2.3.5 and Proposition 2.3.1(3) that

χc
(
F 2d , (α1,α2)

) ·χc(F 2d \{y1= 0}, (α1α2,α3))
= χc

(
F 3d \

{
zd1+zd2 = 0

}
, (α1,α2,α3)

)
.

Indeed,f extends to the rational map

W2
d ×W2

d −→W3
d

given by([
X0,X1,X2

]
,
[
Y0,Y1,Y2

])
�−→ [

Z0=X0Y0,Z1=X1Y1,Z2=X2Y1,Z3=X0Y2
]
.

Now letZ andZ′ denote, respectively, the blow-up ofW2
d ×W2

d along{X0 = 0}×
{Y1= 0} and the blow-up ofW3

d along{Z0= Z3= 0}∪{Z1= Z2= 0}. It is classical
(see [17]) thatf extends to a morphism̄f : Z→ Z′, that the actions ofµd(k)

4 and
µd(k)

3 extend to actions onZ andZ′, respectively, and that̄f identifiesZ′ with
the quotient ofZ by 6. (Of course we could also use here Theorem 2.3.4 directly
instead of Remark 2.3.5.) To complete the proof of (4), we only have to prove that
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χc(F
2
d ∩{y1 = 0}, (α1α2,α3)) = ε and thatχc(F 3d ∩{zd1+zd2 = 0}, (α1,α2,α3)) = δ.

The first equality is clear since, by Proposition 2.3.1,

χc
(
F 2d ∩{y1= 0}, (α1α2,α3)

)= χc(y1= 0,α1α2) ·χc
(
yd2 = 1,α3

)
.

To prove the second one, we remark that

χc
(
F 3d ∩

{
zd1+zd2 = 0

}∩{z1 or z2 �= 0}, (α1,α2,α3))
= χc

(
ud =−1,α1

) ·χc(Gm,k,α1α2
) ·χc(wd = 1,α3

)
.

This follows from Proposition 2.3.1, by using the change of variableu = z1z
−1
2 ,

v = z2, andw = z3. The result is now a consequence of Lemma 2.3.2, sinceχc(F
3
d ∩

{zd1+ zd2 = 0}∩ {z1 = z2 = 0}, (α1,α2,α3)) is equal to 1 or 0, according to whether
α1 andα2 are both trivial or not.

2.5. We assume from now on thatk contains all the roots of unity. Whend
dividesd ′ we have a canonical surjective morphism of groupsµd ′(k)→ µd(k) given
by x �→ xd

′/d that dualizes to an injective morphism of character groupsµ̂d(k)→
µ̂d ′(k). We set̂µ(k) := lim−→ µ̂d(k). We identifyµ̂d(k) with the subgroup of elements
of order dividingd in µ̂(k).
We denote byF the subfield ofC generated by the roots of unity, and we set

A :=K0
(
�k,F

)
and

Â := K̂0
(
�k,F

)
.

We have a natural ring morphismAd→ A. When no confusion occurs, we still denote
by the same symbol the image inA of an element inAd . In particular, ifα1 andα2
are elements of̂µ(k), which are images of elementsα̃1 andα̃2 of µ̂d(k), we denote
by J (α1,α2) the image ofJ (α̃1, α̃2) in A, which is independent from the choice of
d, by Remark 2.3.5. Forα in µ̂(k), we define similarly[α(−1)] in A.
We now consider the ringU obtained from the ringA by adding all the Gauss sums

motives associated tôµ(k). This construction is strongly reminiscent of Anderson’s
construction of “ulterior motives” [1].
We defineU as the freeA-module with basisGα,α in µ̂(k). We define anA-algebra

structure onU by stating the following relations:

G1=−1(2.5.1)

GαGα−1 = [α(−1)]L , for α �= 1(2.5.2)

Gα1Gα2 = J (α1,α2)Gα1α2, for α1,α2,α1α2 �= 1.(2.5.3)

Proposition 2.5.1. The algebraU is associative and commutative.

Proof. The commutativity is clear and the associativity follows directly from
Proposition 2.4.1.
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3. Motivic integrals of multiplicative characters

3.1. LetX be ak-variety, that is, a separated and reducedk-scheme of finite type.
We denote by�(X) the scheme of germs of arcs onX. It is a scheme overk, and for
any field extensionk ⊂K there is a natural bijection

�(X)(K)	Mork-schemes
(
SpecK[[t]],X)

between the set ofK-rational points of�(X) and the set of germs of arcs with
coefficients inK onX. We callK-rational points of�(X), forK a field extension of
k, arcs onX, andϕ(0) is called the origin of the arcϕ. More precisely, the scheme
�(X) is defined as the projective limit

�(X) := lim←−�n(X)

in the category ofk-schemes of the schemes�n(X) representing the functor

R �→Mork-schemes
(
SpecR[t]/tn+1R[t],X)

defined on the category ofk-algebras. (The existence of�n(X) is well known—see
[5]—and the projective limit exists, since the transition morphisms are affine.) We
denote byπn the canonical morphism, corresponding to truncation of arcs,

πn : �(X)−→ �n(X).

The schemes�(X) and�n(X) are always considered with their reduced structure.

3.2. In [5], we defined the boolean algebraBX of semi-algebraic subsets of�(X).
We refer to [5] for the precise definition, but we recall that ifA is a semi-algebraic
subset of�(X), the imageπn(A) is constructible in�n(X), and that forf :X→ Y ,
a morphism ofk-varieties, the image byf of any semi-algebraic subset of�(X) is
a semi-algebraic subset of�(Y ). Both statements are consequences of results by Pas
[8].
LetA be a semi-algebraic subset of�(X). We callA weakly stable at leveln ∈ N,

if A is a union of fibers ofπn : �(X)→ �n(X). We callA weakly stable, if it is
stable at some leveln. Note that weakly stable semi-algebraic subsets form a boolean
algebra.
LetX, Y , andF be algebraic varieties overk, and letA (resp.,B) be a constructible

subset ofX (resp.,Y ). We say that a mapπ : A→ B is a piecewise morphism, if
there exists a finite partition ofB into subsetsS that are locally closed inY such
thatπ−1(S) is locally closed inX and such that the restriction ofπ to π−1(S) is a
morphism ofk-varieties. We say that a mapπ : A→ B is apiecewise trivial fibration
with fiberF , if there exists a finite partition ofB into subsetsS that are locally closed
in Y such thatπ−1(S) is locally closed inX and isomorphic, as a variety overk, to
S×F , with π corresponding under the isomorphism to the projectionS×F → S.
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We say that the mapπ is apiecewise trivial fibration oversome constructible subset
C of B, if the restriction ofπ to π−1(C) is a piecewise trivial fibration ontoC. Let
X be an algebraic variety overk of pure dimensionm, and letA be a semi-algebraic
subset of�(X). We callA stable at leveln ∈ N, if A is weakly stable at leveln and
πi+1(�(X))→ πi(�(X)) is a piecewise trivial fibration overπi(A) with fiber Amk
for all i ≥ n.
We call A stable, if it is stable at some leveln. Note that the family of stable

semi-algebraic subsets of�(X) is closed under taking finite intersections and finite
unions. IfX is smooth, thenA is stable at leveln, if it is weakly stable at leveln.

3.3. We fix an integerd ≥ 1 and assumek contains alld-roots of unity. Let
f :X→Gm,k be a morphism ofk-varieties. For any characterα of orderd of µd(k),
we may define an element[X,f ∗�α] of Ad as follows.
The morphism[d] : Gm,k → Gm,k, given byx �→ xd , is a Galois covering with

Galois groupµd(k). We consider the fiber product

X̃f,d

��

�� X

f

��
Gm,k

[d] �� Gm,k.

The schemẽXf,d is endowed with an action ofµd(k), so we can define[
X,f ∗�α

] := χc
(
X̃f,d ,α

)
.

More generally, ifX is constructible in somek-variety and iff : X → Gm,k is
a piecewise morphism, we may define[X,f ∗�α] =∑S∈�[S,f ∗|S�α] by taking an
appropriate partition� ofX into locally closed subvarieties, using the additivity ofχc.
The next statement follows directly from the additivity ofχc.

Lemma 3.3.1. LetX andY be constructible in somek-varieties, and letf :X→
Gm,k andg : Y → X be piecewise morphisms. Assume thatg is a piecewise trivial
fibration with fiberF . For any characterα of orderd of µd(k), the following holds:

[Y,(f ◦g)∗�α] = χc(F )[X,f ∗�α].
3.4. LetX be an algebraic variety overk of pure dimensionm, and letf :X→ A1k

be a morphism ofk-varieties. By the very definition of semi-algebraic subsets, the set

{ordt f = i} := {ϕ ∈ �(X) | ordt f ◦ϕ = i}
is a semi-algebraic subset of�(X), for any integeri ≥ 0. We define similarly the
semi-algebraic subsets{ordt f > i}. We denote byf̄i the mapping{ordt f = i} →
Gm,k, which, to a pointϕ in {ordt f = i}, associates the constant term of the series
t−i (f ◦ϕ). (Sometimes we use the same notationf̄i to denote the natural extension
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{ordt f ≥ i} → A1k.) Now letW be a stable semi-algebraic subset of�(X) that is
contained in{ordt f = i} for somei. Choose an integern ≥ i such thatW is stable
at leveln. The mappingf̄i factors to a piecewise morphism

f̄i|πn(W) : πn(W)→Gm,k.

Let α be a character of orderd of µd(k), which we also view as an element ofµ̂(k).
By Lemma 3.3.1, the virtual motive[πn(W), f̄ ∗i|πn(W)�α]L−(n+1)m is independent of
n. So we may define ∫ ∼

W

α(acf )dµ

as the image of [
πn(W), f̄ ∗i|πn(W)�α

]
L−(n+1)m

in A.

Proposition 3.4.1. Let X be an algebraic variety overk of pure dimensionm,
and letf : X→ A1k be a morphism ofk-varieties. For anyα in µ̂(k), there exists a
unique map

W �−→
∫
W

α(acf )dµ

fromBX to Â satisfying the following three properties.
(3.4.2) If W ∈ BX is stable and contained in{ordt f = i} for some i, then∫

W
α(acf )dµ coincides with the image of

∫ ∼
W
α(acf )dµ in Â.

(3.4.3)If W ∈ B is contained in�(S) with S a closed subvariety ofX with dimS <

dimX, then
∫
W
α(acf )dµ= 0.

(3.4.4)LetWi be inBX for eachi in N. Assume that theWi ’s are mutually disjoint
and thatW :=⋃i∈NWi is semi-algebraic. Then the series∑

i∈N

∫
Wi

α(acf )dµ

is convergent in̂A and converges to
∫
W
α(acf )dµ.

Moreover, we have
(3.4.5) If W andW ′ are in BX, W ⊂ W ′, and if

∫
W ′ α(acf )dµ belongs to the

closureFmÂ of FmA in Â, then
∫
W
α(acf )dµ belongs toFmÂ.

Proof. This is completely similar to the proof of Proposition 3.2 of [5].

In [5], we also defined simple functionsW → Z forW inBX. A typical example of a
simple function is the following. Consider a coherent sheaf of ideals� onX and denote
by ordt � the function ordt� : �(X) → N∪ {+∞} given by ϕ �→ ming ordtg(ϕ),
where the minimum is taken over allg in the stalk�π0(ϕ) of � atπ0(ϕ). The function
ordt � is a simple function.
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Hence, forW in BX andλ :W → Z∪{+∞} a simple function, we can define∫
W

α(acf )L−λ dµ :=
∑
n∈Z

∫
W∩λ−1(n)

α(acf )dµL−n

in Â, whenever the right-hand side converges, in which case we sayα(acf )L−λ
is integrable onW . If the functionλ is bounded from below, thenα(acf )L−λ is
integrable onW , because of (3.4.5).
For Y a k-variety, we denote by=1Y the sheaf of differentials onY and by=

d
Y the

dth exterior power of=1Y . If Y is smooth and� is a coherent sheaf onY , together
with a natural morphismι : �→ =d

Y , we denote by�(�) the sheaf of ideals onY
that is locally generated by functionsι(ω)/dy with ω a local section of� anddy a
local volume form onY , and by ordt � the simple function ordt �(�).

Proposition 3.4.6. Let h : Y → X be a proper birational morphism, withY
smooth, letW be a semi-algebraic subset of�(X), and letλ : �(X)→ N be a simple
function. Then,∫

W

α(acf )L−λ dµ=
∫
h−1(W)

α
(
ac(f ◦h))L−λ◦h−ordt h∗(=d

X

)
dµ.

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 3.4 of [5].

4. Motivic exponential integrals and the main result

4.1. We setÛ := U⊗A Â. We also consider the subringAloc of Â generated by
the image ofA in Â and the series(1−L−n)−1, n ∈ N\{0}. We denote byUloc the
tensor productU⊗AAloc, which is naturally a subring of̂U .

4.2. Let X be an irreducible algebraic variety overk and letf : X → A1k be
a morphism ofk-varieties. LetD be the divisor defined byf = 0 in X. By a very
goodresolution of(X,D), we mean a couple(Y,h), with Y a smooth and connected
k-scheme of finite type,h : Y → X a proper morphism, such that the restrictionh :
Y \h−1(D∪SingX)→X\(D∪SingX) is an isomorphism, such that the ideal sheaf
�(h∗(=d

X)) is invertible (this last condition is of course irrelevant whenX is smooth),
and such that the union of(h−1(D))red and the support of the divisor associated to
�(h∗(=d

X)) has only normal crossings as a subscheme ofY . Such resolutions always
exist by Hironaka’s theorem.
Let Ei , i ∈ J , be the irreducible (smooth) components of

(
h−1(D∪SingX))red.

LetW be a reduced subscheme off−1(0). We call a very good resolution(Y,h) of
(X,D) a very good resolution of(X,D,W), if (h−1(W))red is the union of someEi ’s.
Let d be a positive integer greater than or equal to 1. We sayd is big with respect

to (f,g,W), if ∫
π−10 (W)∩{ordt f=i}

α(acf )L−ordtg dµ= 0
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for every integeri, whenever the order ofα does not divided.
The following proposition is proven together with Theorem 4.2.4.

Proposition 4.2.1. LetX be an irreducible algebraic variety overk; let f :X→
A1k andg : X→ A1k be morphisms ofk-varieties. LetW be a reduced subscheme of
f−1(0). Let d be a positive integer greater than or equal to1. Assume there exists
a very good resolution(Y,h) of (X,fg = 0,W) such thatd is a multiple of the
multiplicities of theEi ’s in the divisor off ◦h on Y . Thend is big with respect to
(f,g,W).

Definition 4.2.2. LetX be an irreducible algebraic variety overk; let f :X→ A1k
andg : X → A1k be morphisms ofk-varieties. LetW be a reduced subscheme of
f−1(0). For integersi ≥ 0, we set

(4.2.2)∫
π−10 (W)

exp
(
t−(i+1)f

)
L−ordtg dµ

:=
∫
π−10 (W)∩{ordt f>i}

L−ordtg dµ+
∑

α∈µ̂(k)

1

L−1Gα−1

∫
π−10 (W)∩{ordt f=i}

α(acf )L−ordtg dµ

in Û . The sum is finite since, by Proposition 4.2.1, there exists an integerd that is
big with respect to(f,g,W).

Remark 4.2.3.The integral (4.2.2) belongs toUloc because of Proposition 5.1 in
[5] and the definitions in 3.4.

If f : X → A1k and f
′ : X′ → A1k are morphisms of varieties, we denote by

f ⊕f ′ : X×X′ → A1k the morphism given by composition of the morphism(f,f ′)
with the addition morphism⊕ : A1k×A1k→ A1k.
We can now state the main result of the paper.

Main Theorem 4.2.4. Let X andX′ be irreducible algebraic varieties overk.
Let f : X→ A1k, g : X→ A1k, f

′ : X′ → A1k, andg
′ : X′ → A1k be morphisms of

k-varieties. LetW (resp.,W ′) be a reduced subscheme off−1(0) (resp.,f ′−1(0)).
For everyi ≥ 0,

(4.2.4)∫
π−10 (W×W ′)

exp
(
t−(i+1)

(
f ⊕f ′))L−ordtgg′ dµ

=
(∫

π−10 (W)

exp
(
t−(i+1)f

)
L−ordtg dµ

)
·
(∫

π−10 (W ′)
exp

(
t−(i+1)f ′

)
L−ordtg′ dµ

)
.

Remark 4.2.5.Of course, by relations (2.5.1), (2.5.2), and (2.5.3), (4.2.4) is
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equivalent to the following relations inAloc, where, for notational convenience, we
write [α;f ;g] for the integrandα(acf )L−ordtg dµ,

∫
π−10 (W×W ′)∩{ordt f⊕f ′=i}

[
α;f ⊕f ′;gg′]

(4.2.6)

= 1

L−1
∑

α1 �=1α2 �=1α1α2=α
J
(
α−11 ,α−12

) ·(∫
π−10 (W)∩{ordt f=i}

[α1;f ;g]
)

·
(∫

π−10 (W ′)∩{ordt f ′=i}
[
α2;f ′;g′

])− 1

L−1
(∫

π−10 (W)∩{ordt f=i}
[1;f ;g]

)
·
(∫

π−10 (W ′)∩{ordt f ′=i}
[
α;f ′;g′])+·· ·+(∫

π−10 (W)∩{ordt f>i}
[1;f ;g]

)
·
(∫

π−10 (W ′)∩{ordt f ′=i}
[
α;f ′;g′])+·· · ,

for α �= 1 (here · · · means “same term as before with(W,f,g) and (W ′,f ′,g′)
interchanged”) and

∫
π−10 (W×W ′)∩{ordt f⊕f ′>i}

[
1;f ⊕f ′;gg′]

(4.2.7)

− 1

L−1
∫
π−10 (W×W ′)∩{ordt f⊕f ′=i}

[
1;f ⊕f ′;gg′]

=
∑
α �=1

[α(−1)]L
(L−1)2

(∫
π−10 (W)∩{ordt f=i}

[α;f ;g]
)
·
(∫

π−10 (W ′)∩{ordt f ′=i}
[
α−1;f ′;g′])

+
(∫

π−10 (W)∩{ordt f>i}
[1;f ;g]− 1

L−1
∫
π−10 (W)∩{ordt f=i}

[1;f ;g]
)
·
(
· · ·
)
.

Again, the sums are finite by Proposition 4.2.1.

4.3. Proof of Proposition 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.2.4.Applying Proposition 3.4.6 to
very good resolutions of(X,fg = 0,W) and(X′,f ′g′ = 0,W ′) and using additivity
of χc, one reduces to the case whenX is smooth of dimensionm, x1, . . . ,xm are
regular functions onX inducing an étale mapX→ Amk , f = u

∏r
i=1x

ni
i , with ni > 0,

g = v
∏m

i=1x
mi

i , with mi ≥ 0, u andv are units,W is the union of the hypersurfaces
xi = 0, for i in I ⊂ {1, . . . , r}, and similarly with′ for X′, f ′, g′, andW ′. We call this
situation the DNC (divisor with normal crossings) case.
We denote byF̃ n

d the open subvariety ofF
n
d defined byxi �= 0, i = 1, . . .n. It is

stable under theµd(k)
n-action.
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Proposition 4.3.1. Assumed is big with respect to(f,g,W) and (f ′,g′,W ′).
For anyα in µ̂(k) of order dividingd and any integeri ≥ 0, the following relation
holds inA:

(4.3.1)∫
π−10 (W×W ′)∩{ordt f⊕f ′=i}
∩{ordt f=i}∩{ordt f ′=i}

[
α;f ⊕f ′;gg′]

= 1

L−1
∑

α1α2=α
χc

(
F̃ 2d ,

(
α−11 ,α−12

)) ·(∫
π−10 (W)∩{ordt f=i}

[α1;f ;g]
)

·
(∫

π−10 (W ′)∩{ordt f ′=i}
[
α2;f ′;g′

])
.

Here we keep the same notation forχc(F̃ 2d , (α
−1
1 ,α−12 )) and its image inA, andα1

andα2 are assumed to be of order dividingd.

Proof. By Proposition 3.4.6, one reduces to the DNC case. Fori = 0, the result
is clear, the domain of integration being empty, so we may assumei ≥ 1. Now we
remark thatπ−10 (W)∩{ordt f = i} is the disjoint union of semi-algebraic sets

Wγ :=
{
ϕ | ordt xj (ϕ)= γj

}
,

for γ = (γ1, . . . ,γr ), with
∑r

j=1γjnj = i andγj > 0 whenj ∈ I . OnWγ , we may
consider the function̄xj : Wγ → Gm,k, which, to a pointϕ, associates the constant
term of the seriest−γj xj (ϕ), for 1≤ j ≤ r. Set

K =
{
j ∈ {1, . . . , r} | γj > 0

}
.

The assumptions made imply thatK is not empty. Now we remark that onWγ ,

f̄i = u
∏
j∈K

x̄
nj
j

with u a unit that is a function of thēxj ’s for j /∈ K only. Hence, there existsD > 0
such that

Wγ = π−1D

(
Z×GK

m,k

)
with Z a smooth variety, and such that the restriction off̄i toWγ is equal tou∏

j∈K
t
nj
j

◦πD
with u a unit onZ andtj the canonical coordinate on the correspondingGm,k factor.
Let a be the gcd of theni ’s. By using an appropriate torus isomorphism ofGK

m,k and
changingZ, we deduce that
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Wγ = π−1D

(
Z×Gm,k

)
,

with Z a smooth variety, and that the restriction off̄i to Wγ is equal to(uta)◦πD,
with u a unit onZ andt the canonical coordinate on theGm,k factor. Now the result
is a direct consequence of the next lemma and the following proposition.

Lemma 4.3.2. With the above notation and assumptions, if the order ofα1 does
not dividea, then ∫

Wγ

[α1;f ;g] = 0.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.4.4 of [4] (compare with the
proof of Proposition 2.2.2(2) of [4]).

We remark that Proposition 4.2.1 follows now directly from Lemma 4.3.2.

Proposition 4.3.3. Let u1 : X1→ Gm,k and u2 : X2→ Gm,k be morphisms of
algebraic varieties overk. Let a,b, andd be inN \ {0}. Assumea and b divide d.
Denote by(X1×Gm,k×X2×Gm,k)

0 the complement inX1×Gm,k×X2×Gm,k of
the divisor ofu1ta1 +u2tb2 . For any characterα of µd(k),

(4.3.3)
[
(X1×Gm,k×X2×Gm,k)

0,
(
u1t

a
1 +u2tb2

)∗
�α

]
= (L−1)

∑
α1α2=α

αa1=1, αb2=1

χc

(
F̃ 2d ,

(
α−11 ,α−12

))[
X1,u

∗
1�α1

][
X2,u

∗
2�α2

]
.

Proof. By definition, the left-hand side (LHS) of (4.3.3) is equal to

χc
(
u1(x1)t

a
1 +u2(x2)tb2 = wd | (x1,x2, t1, t2,w) ∈X1×X2×G3m,k,α

)
.

Here the action ofµd(k) is the standard one on the lastGm,k and trivial on the other
factors. Hence, by Theorem 2.3.4,

LHS= χc
(
u1(x1)= va1,u2(x2)= vb2,v

a
1t

a
1 +vb2tb2

= wd | (x1,x2, t1, t2,v1,v2,w) ∈X1×X2×G5m,k, (1,1,α)
)
.

Here the group action is the action ofµa(k)×µb(k)×µd(k), which is componentwise
on the last threeGm,k factors and trivial on the others. Making the toric change of
variable

(t1, t2,v1,v2,w) �−→
(
T1= v1t1w

−d/a,T2= v2t2w
−d/b,v1,v2,w

)
,

this may be rewritten as

LHS= χc
(
u1(x1)= va1,u2(x2)= vb2,T

a
1 +T b

2

= 1 | (x1,x2,T1,T2,v1,v2,w) ∈X1×X2×G5m,k, (1,1,α)
)
.
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By Proposition 2.3.1(3) and Lemma 2.3.2, we deduce

LHS= (L−1)
∑

α1∈µ̂a(k)
α2∈µ̂b(k)

[
X1,u

∗
1�α1

][
X2,u

∗
2�α2

]
χc
(
F̃ 2d ,

(
α−11 ,α−12 ,α

))
.

Here theµa(k)×µb(k)×µd(k)-action onF 2d is given by

(ξ1,ξ2,ξ3) : (T1,T2) �−→
(
ξ1ξ
−d/a
3 T1,ξ2ξ

−d/b
3 T2

)
.

The result follows because, by Proposition 2.3.1(4),χc(F̃
2
d , (α

−1
1 ,α−12 ,α)) is equal

to χc(F̃ 2d , (α
−1
1 ,α−12 )) (with the standardµa(k)×µb(k)-action), ifα1α2 = α and to

zero otherwise.

Proposition 4.3.4. Let X andX′ be irreducible algebraic varieties overk. Let
f : X → A1k, g : X → A1k, f

′ : X′ → A1k, and g
′ : X′ → A1k be morphisms ofk-

varieties. LetW (resp.,W ′) be a reduced subscheme off−1(0) (resp.,f ′−1(0)). Let
i ≥ 0 be an integer.
(1) For anyα �= 1 in µ̂(k) and any integerj > i,∫

π−10 (W×W ′)∩{ordt f⊕f ′=j}
∩{ordt f=i}∩{ordt f ′=i}

[
α;f ⊕f ′;gg′]= 0.

(2) For any integerj > i,∫
π−10 (W×W ′)∩{ordt f⊕f ′=j+1}
∩{ordt f=i}∩{ordt f ′=i}

[
1;f ⊕f ′;gg′]

= L−1
∫
π−10 (W×W ′)∩{ordt f⊕f ′=j}
∩{ordt f=i}∩{ordt f ′=i}

[
1;f ⊕f ′;gg′].

Proof. As before, we reduce to the DNC case and we use the fact that

π−10 (W)∩{ordt f = i}
is the disjoint union of semi-algebraic sets

Wγ :=
{
ϕ | ordt xj (ϕ)= γj

}
,

for γ = (γ1, . . . ,γr ), with
∑r

j=1γjnj = i. We consider again the functions̄xj :
Wγ →Gm,k. OnWγ we may writef̄i = v

∏
1≤j≤r x̄

nj
j with v a unit. Letϕ be a point

in Wγ . We write

xj
(
ϕ(t)

)= tγj x̄j

1+∑
k≥1

ak,j t
k
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for 1≤ j ≤ r, and

xj
(
ϕ(t)

)=∑
k≥0

ak,j t
k

for r < j ≤m. Similar notation is used forf ′ and forϕ′ inW ′
γ ′ . We may assume that

γ1 ≥ 1. ForD > i, the coefficient oftD in f (ϕ(t))+f ′(ϕ′(t)) is equal to
r∑

j=1
njaD−i,j f̄i+P +

r ′∑
j ′=1

n′j ′a
′
D−i,j ′ f̄

′
i +P ′(3)

whereP (resp.,P ′) is a polynomial in the variablesak,j and x̄j (resp.,a′k,j ′ and
x̄′
j ′), with k ≤ D− i, having as coefficients regular functions inπ0(ϕ) (resp.,π0(ϕ′)).
Moreover, sinceγ1 ≥ 1, the polynomialP does not involve the variableaD−1,1 (but
might contain the variableaD−1,2 whenγ2= 0).
Let 6D be the locus of ordt (f ⊕f ′) ≥ D in πD

(
Wγ ×W ′γ ′

) ⊂ �D(X×X′), and let
6+D be the locus of ordt (f ⊕f ′) > D in 6D. From (3), forD replaced byi+1, . . . ,D,
it follows that aD−i,1 does not appear in the equations defining the variety6D, and
that6+D is the hypersurface of6D defined by equating (3) to zero. Taking the function
(3) as a new coordinate on6D, instead ofaD−1,1, we see that6D 	 6+D ×A1k, with
the mapping(f ⊕f ′)D : 6D \6+D → Gm,k (which is given by (3)) corresponding to
the projection of6+D ×Gm,k onto the last factor. Assertion (2) follows directly, and
assertion (1) is now a consequence from Proposition 2.3.1 and Lemma 2.3.2.

We are now able to conclude the proof of Theorem 4.2.4. We remark first that

χc
(
F̃ 2d , (α1,α2)

)=

J (α1,α2), if α1 �= 1 andα2 �= 1,
−1, if α1 �= 1 andα2= 1 orα1= 1 andα2 �= 1,
L−2, if α1= 1 andα2= 1.

If α �= 1, relation (4.2.6) follows directly from Proposition 4.3.1 and Proposition
4.3.4(1). Assume now thatα = 1. We set

ai :=
∫
π−10 (W)∩{ordt f=i}

[1;f ;g] and Ai :=
∫
π−10 (W)∩{ordt f>i}

[1;f ;g]

and define similarlya′i andA′i . Fork ≥ i, we also set

ai,k :=
∫
π−10 (W×W ′)∩{ordt f⊕f ′=k}
∩{ordt f=i}∩{ordt f ′=i}

[
1;f ⊕f ′;gg′].

Let us denote by RHS the right-hand side of (4.2.7). Since, by Proposition 2.4.1,
χc(F̃

2
d , (α,α

−1)) is equal to−[α(−1)] if α �= 1 and toL −2 if α = 1, we deduce
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from Proposition 4.3.1 the relation

RHS=− L
L−1ai,i+aia

′
i+AiA

′
i−

1

L−1aiA
′
i−

1

L−1a
′
iAi

=− L
L−1

(
aia
′
i−
∑
i<D

ai,D

)
+aia′i+AiA

′
i−

1

L−1aiA
′
i−

1

L−1a
′
iAi.

The left-hand side (LHS) of (4.2.7) is equal to

AiA
′
i+

∑
k≤i<D

ak,D− 1

L−1
(
aiA
′
i+a′iAi+aia′i+

∑
k<i

ak,i−
∑
i<D

ai,D

)
.

Hence, we obtain

LHS − RHS =
∑
k<i<D

ak,D− 1

L−1
∑
k<i

ak,i =
∑
k<i<D

ak,D− L−1

1−L−1
∑
k<i

ak,i .

The result now follows, since one deduces from Proposition 4.3.4(2) that, for fixedk

andi, with k < i, ∑
i<D

ak,D = L−1

1−L−1ak,i .

5. Motivic Thom-Sebastiani theorem

5.1. Let B be any of the ringsAloc, Â, Uloc, Û . We consider the ring of Laurent
polynomialsB[T ,T −1] and its localisationB[T ,T −1]rat obtained by inverting the
multiplicative family generated by the polynomials 1− LaT b, a, b in Z, b �= 0.
Notice in this definition we could restrict tob > 0 or tob < 0. Hence, by expanding
denominators into formal series, there are canonical embeddings of rings

expT : B
[
T ,T −1

]
rat ↪−→ B

[
T −1,T

]]
and

expT −1 : B
[
T ,T −1

]
rat ↪−→ B

[[
T −1,T

]
.

HereB[T −1,T ]] (resp.,B[[T −1,T ]) denotes the ring of series∑i∈Z aiT i with ai = 0
for i# 0 (resp.,i$ 0). By taking the difference expT −expT −1 of the two expansions,
we obtain an embedding

τ : B[T ,T −1]rat/B[T ,T −1] ↪−→ B
[[
T −1,T

]]
whereB[[T −1,T ]] is the group of formal Laurent series with coefficients inB.
Let ϕ =∑i∈Z aiT i andψ =∑i∈Z biT i be series inB[[T −1,T ]]. We define their
Hadamard product as the series

ϕ ∗ψ :=
∑
i∈Z

aibiT
i .
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Proposition 5.1.1. Let ϕ andψ be series inB[[T −1,T ]]. If they belong to the
image ofτ , then their Hadamard productϕ ∗ψ is also in the image ofτ .

Proof. Let P1 andP2 be inB[T ,T −1]rat. From the formula

1

(1−LaT d)(1−LbT d)
= (La−Lb)−1

(
La

1−LaT d
− Lb

1−LbT d

)
,

it follows that there exists ad in N \ {0} such that, moduloB[T ,T −1], both P1
andP2 areB-linear combinations of elementsT r(1−LaT d)−k, with r ∈ N, a ∈ Z,
k ∈ N \ {0}. Thus, moduloB[T ,T −1], both expT (P1) and expT (P2) areB-linear
combinations of elements of the form

. :=
∑
n∈N

f (n)LnaT nd+r

in B[T ,T −1]rat, with a ∈ Z, r ∈ N, r < d, andf a polynomial with coefficients inQ
such thatf (Z)⊂ Z. We claim that

τ(.)=
∑
n∈Z

f (n)LnaT nd+r .

Indeed, iff (n) = (k+n−1
k−1

)
, then. = T r(1−LaT d)−k, and an explicit calculation,

using the relation (
k−m−1
k−1

)
= (−1)k−1

(
m−1
k−1

)
,

proves the claim in this special case. Hence the claim holds for anyf , considering
f as a linear combination of such specialf ’s. The Hadamard product of elements
of the form. has the same form. Thus the claim implies that the Hadamard product
commutes withτ for elements of the form., which implies the result by the previous
considerations.

Let us denote byB[[T ]]rat the intersection ofB[[T ]] with the image of expT . It
follows from the above proposition thatB[[T ]]rat is stable by Hadamard product. Let
ϕ = expT (P ) be inB[[T ]]rat. We denote byλ(ϕ) the constant term in the expansion
of expT −1(P ).

Proposition 5.1.2. Letϕ andψ be series inT B[[T ]]rat. Then,
λ(ϕ ∗ψ)=−λ(ϕ) ·λ(ψ).

Proof. Let us remark thatλ(ϕ) depends only upon the class ofϕ modulo additive
translation byT B[T ]. Hence, we may assume there existP andQ in B[T ,T −1]rat
such that expT (P ) = ϕ, expT (Q) = ψ , and expT −1(P ) and expT −1(Q) belong to
B[[T −1]]. By Proposition 5.1.1, there existsR in B[T ,T −1]rat such that expT (R)=
ϕ ∗ψ and expT −1(R)=−expT −1(P )expT −1(Q). The result follows.
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5.2. Let X be an irreducible algebraic variety overk of pure dimensionm. Let
f :X→ A1k be a morphism. LetW be a reduced subscheme off−1(0). We set

EW,f (T )=
∑
i>0

[∫
π−10 (W)

exp
(
t−(i+1)f

)
dµ

]
T i

in Uloc[[T ]]. For anyα in µ̂(k), we set

ZW,f,α(T )=
∑
i>0

[∫
π−10 (W)∩ordtf=i

α(acf )dµ

]
T i

in Aloc[[T ]]. WhenX is smooth,ZW,f,α(T ) is equal to the natural image inAloc[[T ]]
of
∫
W
(f s,α), with the notation of [4], settingT = L−s . Hence, it follows from

Theorem 2.2.1 of [4] thatZW,f,α(T ) belongs toAloc[[T ]]rat. This still holds when
X is no longer smooth, by resolution of singularities and Proposition 3.4.6 (adapting
the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 of [4] in a straightforward way).
We set

�
ψ
α,W,f :=

Lm

1−L λ
(
ZW,f,α(T )

)
in Â. WhenX is smooth andα is of orderd, we defined in Definition 4.1.2 of [4]
an elementSα,x of Ad , well-defined modulo(L −1)-torsion, forx a closed point in
f−1(0), which corresponds to theα-equivariant part of the motivic Euler character-
istic of nearby cycles. Its image in̂A is just what we call now�ψ

α,{x},f . We remark
that there is no(L−1)-torsion inÂ (see also Remark 2.1.1). By Theorem 2.2.1 and
Lemma 4.1.1 of [4],�ψ

α,W,f belongs to the image ofA, even whenX is no longer
smooth, by resolution of singularities and Proposition 3.4.6.
To deal with vanishing cycles, we set�

φ
α,W,f = �

ψ
α,W,f for α �= 1, and�

φ
α,W,f =

�
ψ
α,W,f −χc(W) for α = 1.
Proposition 5.2.1. The seriesEW,f (T ) belongs toUloc[[T ]]rat and

λ
(
EW,f (T )

)=−L−m ∑
α∈µ̂(k)

Gα−1�
φ
α,W,f .

Proof. By the very definitions,

EW,f (T )= 1

L−1
∑

α∈µ̂(k)
Gα−1ZW,f,α(T )+P(T )

with

P(T )=
∑
i≥0

∫
π−10 (W)∩{ordt f>i}

dµT i−
∫
π−10 (W)∩{ordt f>0}

dµ.
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One may writeP(T ) as

P(T )= (T −1)−1
(
ZW,f,1(T )−

∫
π−10 (W)∩{ordt f>0}

dµ
)
−
∫
π−10 (W)

dµ.

Since it follows from Theorem 2.2.1 of [4] thatZW,f,1(T ) belongs toAloc[[T ]]rat
and that expT −1(ZW,f,1(T )) belongs toAloc[[T −1]], we deduce thatλ(P (T )) =
−L−mχc(W).

Motivic Thom-Sebastiani Theorem 5.2.2. Let X andX′ be irreducible alge-
braic varieties overk of pure dimensionm andm′. Letf :X→ A1k andf

′ :X′ → A1k
be morphisms ofk-varieties. LetW (resp.,W ′) be a reduced subscheme off−1(0)
(resp.,f ′−1(0)). Then∑

α

Gα−1�
φ

α,W×W ′,f⊕f ′ =
(∑

α

Gα−1�
φ
α,W,f

)
·
(∑

α

Gα−1�
φ

α,W ′,f ′

)
.

Proof. By Theorem 4.2.4,EW×W ′,f⊕f ′ = EW,f ∗EW ′,f ′ . The seriesEW,f and
EW ′,f ′ having no constant term, the result follows from Proposition 5.1.2 and Propo-
sition 5.2.1.

6. Hodge realization and the Hodge spectrum

6.1. In this section, we assumek = C. For d ≥ 1, there is an embedding of
µ̂d(C) in Q/Z given byα �→ a with α(e2πi/d) = e2πia. This gives an isomorphism
µ̂(C)	Q/Z. We denote byγ the sectionQ/Z→ [0,1).
A C-Hodge structure of weightn is just a finite-dimensional bigraded vector space

V = ⊕p+q=n V p,q or, equivalently, a finite-dimensional vector spaceV with de-

creasing filtrationsF · andF · such thatV = Fp⊕Fq
whenp+q = n+1. We define

similarly arational C-Hodge structure of weightn, by allowingp andq to belong to
Q but still requiringp+q ∈ Z.
We denote byK0(MHSC) the Grothendieck group of the abelian category ofC-

Hodge structures (it is also the Grothendieck group of the abelian category of complex
mixed Hodge structures), and we denote byK0(RMHSC) the Grothendieck group of
the abelian category of rationalC-Hodge structures.
The Hodge realization functor induces a morphismH : A→ K0(MHSC) that is

zero on the kernel of the morphismA→ Â by Remark 2.1.1. So we extendH to the
image ofA in Â.
This morphismmay be extended to a morphismH : U →K0(RMHSC) as follows.

Forp andq in Q with p+q in Z, we denote byHp,q the class of the rank-1 vector
space with bigrading(p,q). We setH(G1) = −1 andH(Gα) = −H 1−γ (α),γ (α) for
α �= 1. This is compatible with the relations (2.5.1), (2.5.2), and (2.5.3) since, by a
standard calculation (see [17]),

H(Jα1,α2)=−H 1−(γ (α1)+γ (α2)−γ (α1+α2)),γ (α1)+γ (α2)−γ (α1+α2)
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whenα1 �= 1, α2 �= 1, andα1α2 �= 1. Similarly, as before, sinceH vanishes on the
kernel of the morphismU → Û , we extend it to the image of this morphism.

6.2. For X, a complex algebraic variety, we denote by MHM(X) the abelian
category of mixed modules onX constructed by M. Saito in [9] and [10]. In the
definition of mixed Hodge modules, it is required that the underlying perverse sheaf
is defined overQ. To allow more flexibility, we also use the category MHM′(X) of
bifiltred�-modules onX, which are direct factors of objects of MHM(X) as bifiltred
�-modules. We denote byDb(MHM(X)) andDb(MHM ′(X)) the corresponding
derived categories.
Let f : X → A1C be a morphism. We denote byψ

H
f and φHf the nearby and

vanishing cycle functors for mixed Hodge modules as defined in [10], and we denote
by Ts the semisimple part of the monodromy operator. Note thatψH

f andφHf on
mixed Hodge modules correspond toψf [−1] andφf [−1] on the underlying perverse
sheaves. IfM is a mixed Hodge module onX, we denote byψH

f,αM the object of
MHM ′(X) that corresponds to the eigenspace ofTs for the eigenvalue exp(2πiγ (α)).
These definitions extend to theGrothendieck group of the abelian categoryMHM′(X).
For any objectK of Db(MHM(X)), we denote byχc(X,K) the class ofRp!(K)

in K0(MHSC), wherep is the projection onto SpecC. Clearly, this definition may be
extended toDb(MHM ′(X)).

Theorem 6.2.1. LetX be a smooth and connected complex algebraic variety of
dimensionm, let f : X → A1C be a morphism, and letiW : W ↪→ f−1(0) be a
reduced subscheme off−1(0). The following equalities hold:

H
(
�
ψ
α,W,f

)= (−1)m−1χc
(
W,i∗WψH

f,αC
H
X [m]

)
,

H
(
�
φ
α,W,f

)= (−1)m−1χc
(
W,i∗WφHf,αC

H
X [m]

)
.

Proof. WhenW is a point, the first equality is Theorem 4.2.1 of [4]. The proof of
the general case is completely similar. The second equality follows directly from the
first one.

Definition 6.2.2. Let X be a smooth and connected complex algebraic variety of
dimensionm, letf :X→ A1C be amorphism, and letiW :W ↪→ f−1(0) be a reduced
subscheme off−1(0). We set

χ̃c

(
W,i∗WψH

f C
H
X [m]

)
=
∑
α

H
(
Gα−1

)
χc

(
W,i∗WψH

f,αC
H
X [m]

)
and

χ̃c

(
W,i∗WφHf C

H
X [m]

)
=
∑
α

H
(
Gα−1

)
χc

(
W,i∗WφHf,αC

H
X [m]

)
.

We deduce from Theorem 5.2.2 and Theorem 6.2.1 the following corollary.
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Corollary 6.2.3. Let X and X′ be smooth and connected complex algebraic
varieties of pure dimensionm and m′. Let f : X → A1C and f ′ : X′ → A1C be
morphisms of algebraic varieties. LetW (resp.,W ′) be a reduced subscheme of
f−1(0) (resp.,f ′−1(0)). Then

χ̃c

(
W ×W ′, i∗W×W ′φHf⊕f ′CHX×X′

[
m+m′])
=−χ̃c

(
W,i∗WφHf C

H
X [m]

)
· χ̃c
(
W ′, i∗W ′φ

H
f ′C

H
X′
[
m′
])
.

LetX be a smooth, complex, algebraic variety of pure dimensionm. Let f :X→
A1C be a morphism of algebraic varieties, and letx be a closed point off−1(0).
Let us recall the definition of the spectrum Sp(f,x) given in [18] and [12] (which
differs from that of [19] by multiplication byt). LetH be a complex mixed Hodge
structure with an automorphismT of order dividingd. We define the Hodge spectrum
of (H,T ) as HSp(H,T ) =∑α∈1/dZ nαtα ∈ Z[t−(1/d), t1/d ], with nα = dimGrpFHλ,
for λ = exp(2πiα) andp = [α], whereHλ is the eigenspace ofT with eigenvalue
λ, andF is the Hodge filtration. This definition extends to the Grothendieck group
of the abelian category of complex mixed Hodge structures with an automorphism
T of order dividingd. Note that HSp(H(k),T ) = t−kHSp(H,T ), where(k) is the
Tate twist. We denote byι theZ-algebra automorphism ofZ[t−(1/d), t1/d ] defined by
ι(t1/d)= t−(1/d). Now we define Sp(f,x) as

Sp(f,x) := tmι

∑
j∈Z

(−1)jHSp
(
Hj i∗xφHf CHX [m],Ts

) .

Corollary 6.2.4. Let X and X′ be smooth and connected complex algebraic
varieties of pure dimensionm andm′. Let f : X→ A1C andf ′ : X′ → A1C be mor-
phisms of algebraic varieties. Letx andx′ be closed points inf−1(0) andf ′−1(0).
Then

Sp
(
f ⊕f ′,(x,x′))= Sp(f,x) ·Sp(f ′,x′).

Corollary 6.2.4 was first proved by A. Varchenko in [20] whenf and f ′ have
isolated singularities (see also [14]). The general case is due to M. Saito (see [19],
[11], and [13]).
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